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Synopsis

Julia is a regular 12 year old girl who loves dancing and being with her friends at school...that is until Sara Hamilton comes along and then everything changes. She’s never had to deal with mean girls and bullies before and certainly not someone who tries to humiliate and upset her every chance she gets. Julia feels that she has no one to turn to for help and has to deal with Sara all on her own. The question is, will she be able to overcome Sara? Or will Sara rule her world? This book is a real life adventure full of suspense that shows how to deal with bullies and stand up for yourself. It’s a great book for young girls! You are sure to find this a very exciting and inspiring story. Another fabulous diary book for girls that will inspire all young readers.
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Customer Reviews

I gave this book 5 stars because it really helps to know what to do when your being bullied. It also shows how to be confident even when your not feeling so confident. I would totally recommend this book to any who is be bullied, was bullied, and or knows someone who is being bullied. I think
people who are bullies should read this too. It might help them have a change of heart. I hope this helped. Enjoy :) 

This book is realistic it's almost like I can feel it. I recommend this book to everyone. I picked five because it was really AWESOME!! It's good advice if you are getting bullied. I really recommend this book

My favorite part of the book was when Mrs Jennings told you to be confident. To believe in yourself. I like this book because you let people know that bullying is out there and that you can prevent bullying happening to you.

I am a 12 year old girl and I am just like Julia Jones!!!!! The same thing happened with my friends at school. I give this book 5 stars because it is AWESOME!!!! If you are a nice girl, you will love this book. No bullies should be allowed to read it! I loved the ending, but I won’t say anything except it is GREAT!!!!! I’m going to try her idea.

I love this book it is sooooo good you have to write a nother should soooooo read this if you like a good book!!!!!! Order now!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

I love this book. It teaches you how to face bullying in an exciting way, and its really interesting. I couldn’t stop reading it. If you read this book you will highly enjoy it. In the book, Sara bullies Julia so bad that Julia gets hurt. I highly recommend this book.

I really love this book! It’s an amazing combination of a story of a young girl who’s being bullied and how to deal with bullies in real life. Very creative word choice and amazing description! 5 stars for Julia Jones and her Secret Bully!!!!

I didn't like this book at first but it came through. I liked it because it teaches you how to stand up to bullies although I haven’t ever been bullied. I would recommend this to all victims how are bullied.
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